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Abstract
The diversity of architecture constructs the flexible, changeable and unpredictable 
world. Nowadays technology creates infinite possibility on every field, including 
fabrication in architecture.  The relationship between old and new, tradition and 
technology in architecture is a source of some confusion, which influenced the 
method of architecture design as well as the development of architecture industry. 
Combined with relative research, there are three questions to be figured out -- 
what role does tradition play in architecture? What role does technology play in 
architecture? What is the role of architecture?
The author took Florence Cathedral as an example to explain the role of tradition 
in architecture. Architecture reflects human’s memory and refracts accumulation 
of human society. And history gives architecture the sense of stability and the 
meaning of the existing, which evokes meaning beyond the physical building.
The author took one of optional studio about criminal behavior as an example 
to describe the utilization of technology in architecture. Technology not only ac-
celarates the construction process, but also forces architecture to evolve to serve 
its final proposal.
At last, the author took the design studio about Augmented Reality in Buffalo to 
claim the relationship between history and technology in architecture. The analy-
sis about designing process comes to the conclusion that the role of architecture is 
to serve human experience.   
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1The diversity of architecture constructs the flexible, changeable and unpredictable world. The 
dimension of time and space intersects at one point to form the concrete or wood building. But, 
nowadays technology creates infinite possibility on every field, including fabrication in 
architecture. This brings a revolution to architecture, which usually remains conservative. The 
relationship between old and new, tradition and technology in architecture is a source of some 
confusion, which influenced my choice to investigate the ecology territory.  
 
There are three main questions that wait to be figured out: what role does tradition play in 
architecture? What role does technology play in architecture? What is the role of architecture? 
 
As we all know, architecture originates from a single shelter, which can be constructed through 
wood, concrete or even tree branches. It is history that provides the human dwelling place a 
sense of art or a sense of living. That is to say, architecture reflects human’s memory and 
refracts accumulation of human society. In my fall semester’s class -- Architecture, Space, 
Structure, -- I took Florence Cathedral as an example to do the research.1 The first part of the 
research is to create digital drawings of the building, while the second part of the research is to 
recreate digital buildings based on the drawings. This circular process provides me an 
opportunity to explain the cathedral’s design from a modern view as well as to translate design 
method from a historical to the current time. The construction process of Florence Cathedral last 
from 1286 in Gothic style to 1436 in Renaissance style. Filippo Brunelleschi combined the new-
style dome with the original nave together through architecture design. Though born under 
different background, the dome and the nave reached harmony with control of proportion. Under 
the analysis of proportion, its facade and section can be divided by certain size regular shape. 
The complex ornament and complicated space is organized by basic geometry elements. With 
further analysis on its form, force transmission becomes the core algorithm in the cathedral. No 
matter how the nave is constructed or the dome, architects could not escape from restriction of 
gravity. The unify of proportion and structure achieves inheritance between Brunelleschi and 
Cambio, which also informs my redesign of the building. In this case, there are two layers of 
tradition requiring evaluation. Whenever the dome was designed or the building is reorganized, 
tradition is inherited in the development process. At the same time, because human civilization 
is an accumulation of memory, history gives architecture the sense of stability and the meaning 
of the existing, which evokes meaning beyond the physical building.  
                                                        
1 Page 4-6. Resource: the author drew it. 
2Another pole of architecture is technology. The architecture industry has continuously evolved 
from the so-called primitive hut. The improvement of technology gives architecture industry new 
material and new construction methods. The moment can be marked from when people learned 
to use stone to build rooms, while the replacement of stone to concrete breakthroughs artificial 
construction’s limitation. Nowadays human civilization development has been accelerated after 
the industrial revolution. Not only industrial production and mechanization status has increased 
in huge amounts, but also the earth’s surface area covered by artificial construction surpasses 
previous limits. When traditional construction method is continuously optimized, new fabrication 
methods are gradually utilized in relevant fields. Freeform construction behaves as one kind of 
technology focus because of its higher material efficiency, faster manufacturing speed, more 
form possibility and more construction accuracy compared with traditional methods.  
 
In the spring semester, I took Martin Miller’s optional studio about ornament discrimination.2 The 
studio is separated into three phases. Phase 1 is to utilize Computer Numerical Control(CNC) to 
draw two dimensional paintings; phase 2 is to invent tiles based on existing ornament; and 
phase 3 is to design a chapel as well as confession space according to the research. Traditional 
image or basic ideas can be deconstructed or repeated in order to create new projects based on 
our understanding of one kind of religion. This design process can be considered as the 
combination of technology and architecture. Machines or relative technology perform as 
accurate translator from human idea to real architecture. But we cannot imagine what the final 
project exactly looks like until the machine finishes fabrication. In the translation process, it is 
interesting to figure out that mistakes caused by machines rely not on design but human beings. 
Under this technology environment, human behavior becomes an inaccurate or unpredictable 
element. Human, technology and architecture construct a triangle network in the design field, 
which defines the final buildings together. In the previous time, people stayed at dominated 
stage, using tools to build, while tools were the restrictive element. Now these three aspects 
form a stable stage in the design process. The utilization of technology forces architecture to 
evolve to serve its final proposal. 
  
With regard to the role of architecture, it seems hard to define what architecture is or what role 
architecture performs. To conclude the aforementioned parts, architecture as the bridge 
between imagination and realistic world, is easily influenced by the aesthetic tendency of 
                                                        
2 Page 7-10. Resource: the author drew it. 
3civilization, while architecture is constructed by advanced technology. Tradition and technology 
act as two poles of architecture in the real world, which both provide reasonable support to 
decorate architecture. But, it is easy to argue that technology, tradition and architecture cannot 
establish a fair triangle-shaped relationship. Architecture exists beyond tradition and technology, 
which amounts to the fact that architecture aims for a goal beyond tradition and technology. In 
my fall semester, I took John Zissovici’s design studio about Augmented Reality(AR).3 The 
project chose to utilize advanced technology to build something in the Delaware park in Buffalo. 
At the beginning point, it is impossible to form any proper connection between AR and real park. 
The only way to get a breakthrough is to turn to Buffalo city to dig out its texture and public 
memory. Silo city, which once was mainly functional buildings, now becomes empty 
constructions, though it contains the memory of the city’s booming and decaying history. Hence, 
I decide to reorganize and review this period of Buffalo city in the park, based on an augmented 
reality technique. Technology offers the only opportunity to revitalize the memory of history, 
which shows a potential combination of two poles. But, the question comes to what I would like 
to achieve on the site, or what goal this project has. After considering all the elements in time 
and space, human experience comes to the stage. Humans, as the core of modern civilization, 
compose the society. Augmented reality creates possibility for people to experience different 
dimensions of time and to gain various memories of Buffalo within the Delaware park. This 
result explains the fact that architecture can behave as a translator. Architecture can translate 
knowledge or ideas from other fields to enhance human experience. Therefore, the role of 
architecture is to serve human experience.    
 
After investigation on the aforementioned three questions, the complex relationship between old 
and new, tradition and technology in architecture leads to one core idea -- interdisciplinary 
architecture. With the development of civilization, neither tradition nor technology could rule 
architecture. Only human experience matters. Architecture provides solutions to daily life 
through design strategies. From this process, design is a means to improve the lives for all the 
city’s residents and communities. Considering this background, architects can translate 
innovative ideas from one industry to another to serve the goal. Hence, architects should 
expand their horizons to interdisciplinary fields to accumulate knowledge to expand the future 
potential of architecture design. 
                                                        
3 Page 11-12. Resource: the author drew it. 
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02 Criminal BehaviorResearch & Fabrication
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Figure 4: Explosion of chair
8Figure 5: Model photos
9Figure 6: Form & Analysis
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Figure 7: Form & Analysis
03 Buffalo Image ScapesAugmented Reality & Revitalization
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Figure 8: Perspective
Figure 9: Perspective
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Figure 10: Site & Section
A+U
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Figure 11: Park Avenue View
2018  Summer Urban Studio
Adviser: David Eugin Moon, Nahyun Hwang
Collaborator: Maitai Kunawong, Chen Shen, Tang Binhan
Contribution: Concept 30%, Analysis 30%, Design 30%
Scaffolding City
04
Steel    condo & homeless
The project locates in Park Avenue, New York 
City, from 64th street to 82th street. Through 
former investigation on Zillow, apartments here 
had high perception in empty status. Another 
thing that happens there is that some of 
buildings are in construction process because of 
Local Law 10 & 11. Hence, scaffoldings construct 
part of streetscape on Park Avenue.
Our team decided to reuse empty apartments 
for art gallery function as well as living or other 
community functions. Scaffoldings are utilized 
as a trigger to connect, revitalize and extend 
the existing environment. Neiborghs can reuse 
them as community center, while visitors can 
visit gallerys by them.
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Figure 12: Prototype
Waste to Energy05Circulation    trash recycle & urban entertainment
2018  Summer Ecology Studio
Adviser: Tei Carpenter & Jesse LeCavalier
Collaborator: Yang Yang, Maitai Kunawong, Xiaotong Wang, Su Yeon Chi
Contribution: Concept 40%, Analysis 30%, Design 30%, Physical model 50%, Rendering 30%
Attributed to rapid development of technology and popularised digitalization, cities are experiencing evolution, as well as daily lifestyles. 
Urban public environment, which provides passing possibilities and activity space for cities, has intense connection with infrastructure. 
Daily lifestyles, which is composed of a man or a woman's behaviour possibility and family's regular life, has been supported by certain 
consumption of food, water, electricity, while producing waster everyday.
"Waste To Energy", the process of generating energy in the form of electricity or heat from the primary treatment of waste, offers one 
way to recover energy from waste. The "waste to energy" system makes connection between urban scale and individual scale, not only 
ameliorating family's waste reuse efficiency, but also reducing certain environmental pollution in city.
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Figure 13: Section view 
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Figure 13: Section view 
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[   Introduction   ]
The project locates at Roosevelt Island, New York. We analyzed waste transfering process firstly, calculating amount of everyday's garbage in the city. Then we assumed that a waste-to-energy factory 
would be built on the Roosevelt Island, which would be used for generating electricty for the island from burning garbage. Furthermore, to build one city complex based on "waste to energy" could 
renovate urban infrastructure of waste disposal and create possibilities of public activity. The factory can be transformed to "vertical city plaza" combined with "waste-to-energy" function.
[   Waste Collection   ]
Pineumatic Tube System The valves open and the garbage drops in and is pulled back to the facility with an air speed of 60 miles per hour.
AVAC transfer station A cyclone separator separates the heavy items from the light. All the garbage and dust drop into a compactor and is condensed.
Waste collection Cities run the logistics of picking it up from the curb-side and transporting it to the transfer station
Transfer station Six days a week waste collection vehicles unload over 22 thousand tons of New York City garbage at waster transfer station
Transfering process From transfer station, garbage is loaded onto long-haul wheelers, trains, or ships for transport out of the city.
Waste drop-off The waste is unloaded onto the floor; weighed and visually aspected for any unacceptable  items which are removed for recycle process
Figure 14: Analysis on waste to energy plant
[   Waste-to-energy Process   ]
Waste sorting
Metal remaining ash is reused or land filled. Ferrous metals are recovered using a rotating drum magnet. Non-ferrous metals are separated by an eddy current system. Collected metal is sold to be 
made onto new products. 
Combustion
The waste is dropped into the combustion chamber waste which is combusted at extremely high temperature in a self-sustaining process.
Condensing process
The steam from the process is condensed back into water and returned to the boiler tubes, making it an efficient closed-loop system.
Gas filtration
Neutralize acid gasses using lime in a scrubber reactor and inject activated carbon for heavy-metal control. 
Electricity generation
During burning waste process, the heat is converted water into steam which rises through boiler tubes. The steam turns a turbine driven generator to produce electricity.
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Figure 15: waste to energy plant design
Gateway Urban Design06Pedestrian friendly & Factory renovation & Workforce housing 
This project locates in Lakewood, Cleveland, OH, combining land use planning, environmental planning and urban design together. The Lakewood 
is poised to address the 5-year economic and workforce development plan of Cuyahoga County: an investment opportunity for workforce housing 
and supporting infrastructure. The Detroit Avenue/West 117th Street focus area is located along the boundary of Lakewood and Cleveland, serving 
as a “seam” that connects the two municipalities. The intersection of Detroit Ave and West 117th in particular is an important gateway between 
them. Our design aims at renewing one whole area in order to revitalize regional economy, environment and community.
2018  Autumn Land Use, Environmental Planning, Urban Design Workshop
Adviser: Mitchell Glass
Collaborator: Anna Makido, Eden Marek, Victor Tran
Contribution: Concept 40%, Analysis 30%, Design 30%, Rendering 40%
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Figure 16: Bird view of factory renovation
Figure 17: Plan of Lakewood
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Figure 18: Perpective view of plaza
Figure 19: Perspective view of road
[ Maplewood Redevelopment  -A Study of the Concept, Players, Implementation  ]
Cornell University Class: Real Estate Development Process    Case Study Report    Adviser: Professor Dustin Jones
Shixuan Sun, Ken Shimizu, Linjun Yu07
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